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Abstract

Given all the excitement around ChatGPT, Bard, Bing, etc., we decided to test Bard’s
logical reasoning powers. Bard was given the English description of the TPTP problem
PUZ001+1 - “Who Killed Aunt Agatha?”, modified to really ask that question. This short
paper documents the story that unfolded, and how tools from the TPTP World were used
to examine the output from Bard.

1 The Initial Question and Answer

Given all the excitement around ChatGPT, Bard, Bing, etc., we decided to test Bard’s logical
reasoning powers. Bard was given the English description of the TPTP [11] problem PUZ001+1

- “Who Killed Aunt Agatha?”1, modified to really ask that question. Here’s what was given as
the prompt . . .

Someone who lives in Dreadbury Mansion killed Aunt Agatha. Agatha, the butler,
and Charles live in Dreadbury Mansion, and are the only people who live therein.
A killer always hates his victim, and is never richer than his victim. Charles hates
no one that Aunt Agatha hates. Agatha hates everyone except the butler. The
butler hates everyone not richer than Aunt Agatha. The butler hates everyone Aunt
Agatha hates. No one hates everyone. Agatha is not the butler. Agatha is not
Charles. Charles is not the butler. Who killed Aunt Agatha?

. . . and here’s what Bard replied . . .

Let’s analyze the information given step by step:

1. Agatha, the butler, and Charles live in Dreadbury Mansion, and are the only
people who live therein.

2. A killer always hates his victim, and is never richer than his victim.

3. Charles hates no one that Aunt Agatha hates.

4. Agatha hates everyone except the butler.

5. The butler hates everyone not richer than Aunt Agatha.

6. The butler hates everyone Aunt Agatha hates.

7. No one hates everyone.

8. Agatha is not the butler.

∗Presented at the 14th International Workshop on the Implementation of Logics [12].
1https://www.tptp.org/cgi-bin/SeeTPTP?Category=Problems&Domain=PUZ&File=PUZ001+1.p
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9. Agatha is not Charles.

10. Charles is not the butler.

From point 4, we know Agatha hates Charles. Since Charles hates no one that Aunt
Agatha hates (point 3), Charles does not hate Aunt Agatha. Thus, Charles cannot
be the killer since a killer hates his victim. From points 5 and 6, we know the butler
hates everyone not richer than Aunt Agatha and everyone that Aunt Agatha hates.
Since Agatha hates everyone except the butler (point 4), the butler hates Charles.
According to point 7, no one hates everyone, so the butler doesn’t hate Agatha. The
only person left is Aunt Agatha. Since we know that Charles and the butler cannot
be the killers, and Agatha is not Charles and Charles is not the butler, it implies
that Agatha must have killed herself.

So, the answer was right, but it’s not hard to see that the reasoning is wrong.

1.1 Encoding Bard’s Reply

Bard’s reasoning was encoded in the TPTP format for derivations [13], as follows . . .

%----Someone who lives in Dreadbury Mansion killed Aunt Agatha.
fof(a0,axiom,

? [X] : ( lives(X) & killed(X,agatha) ) ).

%----1. Agatha, the butler, and Charles live in Dreadbury Mansion,
fof(a1_1,axiom,

( lives(agatha) & lives(butler) & lives(charles) ) ).

%----and are the only people who live therein.
fof(a1_2,axiom,

! [X] : ( lives(X) => ( X = agatha | X = butler | X = charles ) ) ).

%----2. A killer always hates his victim,
fof(a2_1,axiom,

! [X,Y] : ( killed(X,Y) => hates(X,Y) ) ).

%----and is never richer than his victim.
fof(a2_2,axiom, ! [X,Y] : ( killed(X,Y) => ~ richer(X,Y) ) ).

%----3. Charles hates no one that Aunt Agatha hates.
fof(a3,axiom, ! [X] : ( hates(agatha,X) => ~ hates(charles,X) ) ).

%----4. Agatha hates everyone except the butler.
fof(a4,axiom, ! [X] : ( X != butler => hates(agatha,X) ) ).

%----5. The butler hates everyone not richer than Aunt Agatha.
fof(a5,axiom, ! [X] : ( ~ richer(X,agatha) => hates(butler,X) ) ).

%----6. The butler hates everyone Aunt Agatha hates.
fof(a6,axiom, ! [X] : ( hates(agatha,X) => hates(butler,X) ) ).

%----7. No one hates everyone.
fof(a7,axiom, ! [X] : ? [Y] : ~ hates(X,Y) ).

%----8. Agatha is not the butler.
fof(a8,axiom, agatha != butler ).

%----9. Agatha is not Charles.
fof(a9,axiom, agatha != charles ).

%----10. Charles is not the butler.
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fof(a10,axiom, charles != butler ).

%----From point 4, we know Agatha hates Charles.
fof(i1,plain,

hates(agatha,charles),
inference(bard,[status(thm)],[a4,a10]) ).

%----Since Charles hates no one that Aunt Agatha hates (point 3), Charles
%----does not hate Aunt Agatha.
fof(i2,plain,

~ hates(charles,agatha),
inference(bard,[status(thm)],[a3,i1]) ).

%----Thus, Charles cannot be the killer since a killer hates his victim.
fof(i3,plain,

~ killed(charles,agatha),
inference(bard,[status(thm)],[a2_1,i2]) ).

%----From points 5 and 6, we know the butler hates everyone not richer than
%----Aunt Agatha and everyone that Aunt Agatha hates. Since Agatha hates
%----everyone except the butler (point 4), the butler hates Charles.
fof(i4,plain,

hates(butler,charles),
inference(bard,[status(thm)],[a5,a6,a4,a10]) ).

%----According to point 7, no one hates everyone, so the butler doesn’t hate
%----Agatha.
fof(i5,plain,

~ hates(butler,agatha),
inference(bard,[status(thm)],[a7,i4]) ).

%----The only person left is Aunt Agatha. Since we know that Charles and the
%----butler cannot be the killers
fof(i6,plain,

~ killed(butler,agatha),
inference(bard,[status(thm)],[i5,a2_1]) ).

%----Agatha is not Charles and Charles is not the butler, it implies
%----that Agatha must have killed herself.
fof(i7,plain,

killed(agatha,agatha),
inference(bard,[status(thm)],[i3,i6,a9,a10,a0,a1_1,a1_2]) ).

Some minor adaptations of Bard’s output were justified:

• For i1, a10 is used but not mentioned in Bard’s text.

• As is explained in Section 1.2, i2 is unsound. The correct inference is
~hates(charles,charles).

• For i4, a10 is used but not mentioned in Bard’s text, while a5 is mentioned in Bard’s
text but not needed for the inference.

• Related to i5, ~hates(butler,butler) can be derived from a4, a6, and a7.

• For i7, a0, a1 1, and a1 2 are not mentioned in Bard’s text, but are implicitly necessary.

There is an interesting human inductive bias in a7, which contributes to the wrong conclusion
of i5 (see Section 1.2), that “no one hates everyone” is interpreted by humans (and maybe Bard)
as “no one hates everyone else”. The axiom could be modified to reflect that . . .

fof(a7,axiom, ! [X] : ? [Y] : ( X != Y & ~ hates(X,Y)) ).

. . . but that makes the axioms contradictory.
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1.2 Analysis with TPTP World Tools

As a first step the derivation from Section 1.1 was displayed using the IDV derivation viewing
tool [16], as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Visualization of the derivation

That didn’t make the reasoning mistakes obvious, so the GDV derivation verification tool
[10] was used to isolate the unsound inferences . . .

SUCCESS: Derivation has unique formula names
SUCCESS: All derived formulae have parents and inference information
SUCCESS: Derivation is acyclic
SUCCESS: Assumptions are propagated
SUCCESS: Assumptions are discharged
RESULT: axioms.sat_model.dis - Paradox---4.0 says Satisfiable - CPU = 0.00
SUCCESS: Leaf axioms are satisfiable
RESULT: i1.thm.dis - Otter---3.3 says Theorem - CPU = 1.80
SUCCESS: i1 is a thm of a4 a10
RESULT: addi1.thm.dis - Otter---3.3 says Theorem - CPU = 1.85
SUCCESS: addi1 is a thm of a3 i1
RESULT: i2.thm.dis - Otter---3.3 says GaveUp - CPU = 1.87
RESULT: i2.thm.dis - Paradox---4.0 says CounterSatisfiable - CPU = 0.00
FAILURE: i2 is not a thm of a3 i1
RESULT: i3.thm.dis - Otter---3.3 says Theorem - CPU = 1.82
SUCCESS: i3 is a thm of a2_1 i2
RESULT: i4.thm.dis - Otter---3.3 says Theorem - CPU = 1.85
SUCCESS: i4 is a thm of a10 a5 a6 a4
RESULT: i5.thm.dis - Otter---3.3 says GaveUp - CPU = 1.88
RESULT: i5.thm.dis - Paradox---4.0 says CounterSatisfiable - CPU = 0.00
FAILURE: i5 is not a thm of a7 i4
RESULT: i6.thm.dis - Otter---3.3 says Theorem - CPU = 1.92
SUCCESS: i6 is a thm of i5 a2_1
RESULT: i7.thm.dis - Otter---3.3 says Theorem - CPU = 1.86
SUCCESS: i7 is a thm of i3 i6 a9 a10 a0 a1_1 a1_2
CPUTIME: 18.44
FAILURE: Not verifiedSZS status NotVerified

The conclusions Charles does not hate Aunt Agatha (i2) and the butler doesn’t hate Agatha
(i5) are wrong (FAILURE).

2 Giving Bard More Chances

Bard was given a chance to redeem itself, by giving the prompt . . .

What is the logical mistake in your reasoning?
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. . . which produced . . .

From point 4, we know Agatha hates Charles. Since Charles hates no one that
Aunt Agatha hates (point 3), Charles does not hate Aunt Agatha. Thus, Charles
cannot be the killer since a killer hates his victim. From points 5 and 6, we know the
butler hates everyone not richer than Aunt Agatha and everyone that Aunt Agatha
hates. Since Agatha hates everyone except the butler (point 4), the butler hates
Charles. According to point 7, no one hates everyone, so the butler doesn’t hate
Agatha. Thus, the butler cannot be the killer since a killer hates his victim. Now,
considering Agatha’s perspective, we know from point 4 that Agatha hates everyone
except the butler. Since no one hates everyone (point 7), Agatha doesn’t hate herself.
The logical mistake in my previous reasoning was assuming that Agatha could be the
killer despite the fact that she didn’t hate herself. Given the new analysis, there
is a contradiction in the information provided, as there is no valid solution to the
problem.

It would be simple enough to encode Bard’s fallacious excuse in TPTP format, view the
derivation in IDV, and use GDV to find the mistakes, but that’s a job to be automated in the
future.

The Aunt Agatha problem is well known, with many solutions that Bard could have read on
the web. As a test for any reasoning capability in Bard, the problem was obfuscated as follows
(Splot is Agatha, Splat is Charles, Split is the butler, move diagonally in the plain is lives in
Dreadbury Mansion, shmutzes is hates, smaller is richer, and bamboozles is kills) . . .

Splot, Split, and Splat move diagonally in the plain, and are the only things that
move in such a way. Something that moves diagonally in the plain bamboozled Splot.
A thing that bamboozles always shmutzes its target, and is never smaller than its
target. Splat shmutzes nothing that Splot shmutzes. Splot shmutzes everything except
Split. Split shmutzes everything not smaller than Splot. Split shmutzes everything
Splot shmutzes. Nothing shmutzes everything. Splot is not Split, Split is not Splat,
Splat is not Splot. Who bamboozled Splot?

. . . and here’s what Bard replied . . .

From the given information, we can conclude that:

• Split is not smaller than Splot.

• Split shmutzes Splot.

• Therefore, Split bamboozled Splot.

Unsurprisingly, Bard got it wrong. GDV revealed that the first conclusion that Split is not
smaller than Splot is unsound, and that is required for the final conclusion that Split bamboozled
Splot. (The second conclusion that Split shmutzes Splot is sound.) This is further evidence for
what erudite folks (think they) know . . . tools like Bard do not (yet) include formal reasoning
capability.

3 Conclusion

There are well understood reasons why generative AI should not be expected to give sound
answers to reasoning tasks like the one described and analysed in this paper. Other people
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might not know that danger, and might trust such AI tools to give sound answers. There’s an
opportunity here for Automated Reasoning . . . in the last decade many researchers have been
developing ways to use machine learning to guide the actions (axiom selection, given clause
selection, lemma retention, etc.) of Automated Theorem Provers, e.g., [6, 7, 5, 2, 8]. The toy
experiment described above exemplifies what some people in the community, e.g., [17, 1, 15] have
been saying for quite a while . . . (i) symbolic reasoning systems should be usefully integrated in
complex reasoning systems; (ii) symbolic reasoning systems should be used to verify and point
out errors in results produced by subsymbolic systems. One approach to (ii) for generated text
output would be to produce the output in a Controlled Natural Language [9], e.g., Attempto
Controlled English (ACE) [4], and convert that to logic to verify the reasoning in the output
[3, 14]. Or as a 10 year old might cry out . . .

“Machine Learning Drools! Logic Rules!”
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